How automated cyber risk management
reduced processing time by 70% to prevent
OCR audit penalties
A medical provider found out
performing an assessment
with a looming deadline can
result in inaccurate results, a
dissatisfied auditor and
potentially significant
downstream consequences.

The OCR required an adequate
assessment and risk
management plan. Other
companies quoted them 10
weeks at double the cost for
the assessment alone. With
only 2 weeks to deliver, they
found CyberCompass™.

------------------------

CyberCompass™ came to
the rescue by demolishing a
looming deadline, getting an
OCR audit dismissed and
preventing an estimated
$500,000 fine.
Not Prepared to Respond
The provider is a wellestablished healthcare practice
with over 150 employed staff
throughout 4 locations.
Their on-premises IT systems
are managed by a Managed
Services Provider (MSP). They
suffered a minor breach by
today’s standards and reported
the incident to the Office of
Civil Rights (OCR). As a result,
the OCR requested a risk
assessment from the client.
The original assessment,
completed by the client’s
attorney, was deemed
inadequate by the OCR.

CyberCompass™ only
needed 7 days at half the
cost to provide all the
assessment, audit ready
report, risk management plan
and other remediation they
needed.

Body of Evidence Delivered
CyberCompass™ generated
the audit report, risk
management plan, policies and
procedures and strategic plans
immediately.
HHS OCR dismissed the case,
approving the security risk
assessment, audit report, risk
management plan, policies and
procedures and strategic plans
with no penalty.

-----------------------CyberCompass™, an
automated cyber risk
management platform, was
utilized to complete:

• Comprehensive assessment
of twelve interview surveys
• Four facility inspections
• System vulnerability and
compliance scans
• Generation of audit ready
report; overall and dept risks
• Generation of risk mgmt plan
and policies & procedures

Rapid Response:
Completed in 4 days
CyberCompass™ promised a 7
day turn around, but with the
unique capability for multiple
users to perform multiple
assessments simultaneously, it
was completed in just 4 days.

Are you prepared for a cyber
incident or breach?
Are you facing an audit or
overwhelming deadline due to a
breach? Uncertain of your
security against cyber
criminals?
Email us to see how you can be
empowered to manage your
cyber uncertainty.
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